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Lemvigh-Müller Holding A/S (LM):

� Wholesaler in plumbing and heating materials, electricity 
materials and on the market for steel and metals.

� Yearly turnover approximately 1 billion euro

� Gave a bid to take over AO

Brdr. A og O Johansen A/S (AO):

� Wholesaler in plumbing, heating and electricity materials.

� Yearly turnover approximately 0.4 billion euro

The Parties



� Product market: Wholesale markets for

� Plumbing and heating materials sold to professional customers 
(plumbers)

� Electricity materials sold to professional customers (electricians)

� Two other markets where part of the investigation, but no concerns 
found

� Geographic market: Denmark

Market Definition



Change in Market Structure

� Significantly more concentrated if merger approved:

� Plumbing:

� From 4 to 3 nation wide dealers 

� HHI 2250-2450 before, ∆=3-400. 

� CR3 increases to 85-90%

� Electricity:

� From 3 to 2 nation wide dealers

� HHI 3750-3950 before, ∆=3-400. 

� CR3 increases to 95-100%



Plumbing Materials

� Absent the merger:

38-42% 20-25 15-20 5-15

Firm A AO Firm B

structural links

LM



Plumbing Materials

� If approval:

38-42% 30-35 15-20  

Firm A Firm BMerging 
parties

� Absent the merger:

38-42% 20-25 15-20 5-15

Firm A AO Firm B

structural links

LM



Electricity Materials

� Absent the merger:

� Approval:

46-51% 35-40% 2-7 2-7

Firm A LM Firm B AO

structural link

46-51% 40-45% 2-7

Firm A Merging
parties

Firm B



� A few large, nationwide wholesalers; some small and some 
very small ones, primarily local

� A very large number of products (15-40.000 products)

� Country wide net of outlets, especially in plumbing

� Technical standards and tastes

� Costumers: ½ to 2/3 were small businesses (by turnover)

Market Characteristics



� List prices known in the industry

� Rebates often 30-40 per cent  of list prices, may be up to 
80 per cent

� Rebates are negotiated, typically on a yearly basis, but also 
more frequently

Prices



Markets Conducive to Coordination (1)

� Highly concentrated

� High entry barriers

� Network of outlets, warehouses and distribution systems, very high 

service level, no successful entry despite attempts by large international 

players (indicative of low costumer mobility)

� Absence of maverick

� Absence of significant buyer power 

� Small, frequent and continuous transactions, day-to-day 

delivery



Markets Conducive to Coordination (2)

� Symmetric market shares

� Cost symmetry at an overall level

� Homogeneity – same products and services 

� Multi market contact

� Structural links 

� No technological leaps 

� Small competitors are capacity constrained or face barriers



� Coordination of prices and less aggressive 
competition for customers

� Raising list prices and keeping rebates at current level

� Most profitable strategy for each company in this market 
setting

� Initiated by some external event or public statement

Theory of Harm



� Three conditions need to be fulfilled in order to establish 
coordination. Follows from the Airtours case (T-342/99):

1) Transparency

2) Credible deterrence mechanisms

3) Absence of potential competition or countervailing 
buyer power (reactions from outsiders)

� ECJ in Impala (Post LM/AO-decision): Airtours conditions 
not sufficient on its own. A plausible theory of co-
ordination must be stated

Burden of Proof



Airtours I: Transparency 

� Is it possible with a very large number of products?  

� Not necessary to know all net-prices in detail, see Impala 
CFI-judgment (T 464/04):
� “..the necessary transparency is that which allows each member of

the dominant oligopoly to be aware of the conduct of the others
…The requisite transparency does not mean that each member 
may at any moment be aware of every detail of the precise 
conditions of each sale made by the other members of the 
oligopoly but must, first, make it possible to identify the terms of 
the tacit coordination and, second, give rise to a serious risk that 
deviant conduct…. will be discovered by the other members of the 
oligopoly” (CFI, Impala)

� UK supermarket case Safeway – also abundance of 
different products. But also differences.



Transparency - continued

� High transparency on list prices

� High transparency on net-prices follows from:
� Close, frequent and persistent contact between wholesalers and 

customers 

� Costumers have more than one wholesaler, though loyal

� Costumers uses offers from other wholesalers to gain rebates

� Competitor stated that they knew each others rebates

� Information from competitors



Transparency - continued

� A control inspection at a competitor in connection with an 
unrelated case showed a very high transparency
� Very detailed knowledge of sales and market shares of competitors 

at regional and even at city-level.

� The market shares in the documents found were stated at decimal 
level

� Conclusion on transparency:
� Transparency with list prices

� Close contact between wholesalers and costumers

� Detailed knowledge of markets share 

� � Transparency sufficient for wholesalers to coordinate 
and detect deviation



Credible deterrence mechanisms

� Close customer contact and high transparency

� Wholesalers are able to react quickly to deviation

� Retaliation

� “Good offers” to deviant competitors’ large customers

� Selective retaliation in geographic areas, where deviant 
competitor is large

� Multi market contact increases possibility for well-targeted 
retaliation



Reactions from (potential) competitors and 
customers

� The already high entry barriers are increased
� The best target for entry-through-acquisition is 
eliminated

� Fewer wholesalers to deal with
� No potential competition from abroad
� No potential competition from small, local 
wholesalers

� No maverick

� Customers: Large majority are small customers 
with no significant buyer power



Proposed Remedies

� Stop submitting data to industry association

� Selling/renting a number of outlets
� Only a letter of intent, no guarantee

� Remedies difficult in cases concerning coordinated effects
� Difficult to have real effects on capacity
� Customer loyalty may prevent diversion of capacity

� Conclusion: Not probable that selling/renting outlets would 
result in one or more competitors with significant market 
strength to counterbalance coordinated effects



According to the Competition Council:

� Coordination more likely -> the concentration 
would significantly impede effective competition

� No efficiencies or remedies established with 
sufficient certainty that would counterbalance 
competitive harm

� The concentration blocked according to 
Competition Act § 12 c, stk. 2.

� The decision was not appealed


